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—{1}. Romans 12:9–10  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .   Love Without Wax

A. Children’s Object Lesson
1. Now I have here three wax crayons

a. what is the colour of this one? [red] … and of this one? [blue] … and of this one?
b. draw a swath of colour with them intersecting
c. what do you see where the colours cross? [green, orange, purple … maybe!!!  I hope!!!]
d. you see, wax crayons can be used to deceive our eyes

2. I have a wooden desk at home and the other day I noticed there was a place where something sharp had
fallen on it and made a mark … so I took a brown crayon and filled the hole … is used the wax crayon to
deceive myself that there was no mark there

3. people who sell pottery sometimes find a small crack in a pot and to hide this they rub in wax to deceive
the eye that the pottery is alright … so ancient pottery makers used to mark their work as sine cera, or
without wax … it is said that this is how we get our English word, “sincere” which means “without deceit”
—{2}.

4. In 2 Corinthians 8:8 (NKJV), Paul tells the church there that he is “testing the sincerity of your love” and
that is our theme today — that our love should be real, genuine — it should not be pretend or deceitful love
— it should be like Jesus’ love for us

Let love be without hypocrisy.  Abhor what is evil; cling to what is good.  Be devoted to one another in
brotherly love; give preference to one another in honour. Romans 12:9-10 (NAS)

B. Introduction
1. There was a story going around most large corporations in the late 1980's and early 1990's that was more

truth than fiction.  The new vice-president met the previous vice-president who had just resigned and asked
his advice about what he should do when problems arose in his division.  The former vice-president gave
him three envelopes, marked 1, 2, and 3, and told him to open the first one when the first problem arose,
and so on.  Well, things went along fine for two or three years and then there seemed to be all sorts of



arguments and dissensions among the top managers of the division — so he opened the first envelope and
read the message inside which said, “Reorganize the division and restructure all of your programs.”  So,
he did it, and things smoothed out and things progressed well for about two years and then the division
seemed to be getting into all sorts of difficulty in making a profit — so he opened the second envelope and
read the message inside which said, “Organize focus groups throughout the division to enunciate its
mission, its vision, its goals and its values.”  So, he tried this and sure enough, things got better for another
two years.  “Well,” he thought, “the other two envelopes worked, so let’s try it again.”  He opened envelope
number 3 and read its message: “Prepare three envelopes!”

2. well, all too often, the church and the Christian follow the methods of corporate America
a. interest in church declining?  Change the organization of the church; try a new program.
b. a lack of unity in the work?  Get together in groups and write out the church’s mission, vision, goals and

values.
c. well, there is a real danger in this … after all, the Christian has been given a very clear mission as it is

expressed in
(A) Matthew 28:19-20 (NAS):  Go therefore and make disciples of all the nations, baptizing them in

the name of the Father and the Son and the Holy Spirit, teaching them to observe all that I
commanded you; and lo, I am with you always, even to the end of the age.

(B) and Acts 1:8 (NAS): but you shall receive power when the Holy Spirit has come upon you; and you
shall be My witnesses both in Jerusalem, and in all Judea and Samaria, and even to the remotest
part of the earth.

d. and as for vision … can we do any better than that which Paul sets out for young pastor Titus in 2:11–14
(NAS): For the grace of God has appeared, bringing salvation to all men, instructing us to deny
ungodliness and worldly desires and to live sensibly, righteously and godly in the present age, looking
for the blessed hope and the appearing of the glory of our great God and Saviour, Christ Jesus; who gave
Himself for us, that He might redeem us from every lawless deed and purify for Himself a people for His
own possession, zealous for good deeds. — ?

e. and while it is impossible to constrain our goals to a single passage, we would do well to start with the
verses we looked at about a month ago, in Romans 12:1–2 (NAS):  I urge you therefore, brethren, by
the mercies of God, to present your bodies a living and holy sacrifice, acceptable to God, which is your
spiritual service of worship. And do not be conformed to this world, but be transformed by the renewing



of your mind, that you may prove what the will of God is, that which is good and acceptable and perfect.
f. and I am sure that other verses of like importance will come to each of your minds ...
g. so, if we try to formulate missions, vision, and goals from our own ideas and opinions, there is  a real

danger of our straying from the path that the Head of the church, Jesus Christ, intends for us.  But the
danger becomes critical when we come to the area of church and personal values
(A) we regularly imbibe the worlds values, put a spiritual candy coating around them, and call them

Christian
(B) or we may take spiritual pride in values we have absorbed — not from the Word of God but from

our own particular church culture
(1) how we do — or do not — treat Sunday as holy
(2) whether we do — or do not — go to restaurants where liquor is served
(3) whether we do — or do not — attend movies
(4) and a host of perceived rules or freedoms which we have adopted — whose biblical basis we

have never examined, but merely carry out by custom
(C) and we evaluate churches in the same fashion

(1) does it have small groups?
(2) does it still have a mid-week prayer service?
(3) does it meet my particular likes? … needs?
(4) does it have this kind of music?

(D) but the New Testament epistles are chock-full of the values that we as Christians and as a church
should consider to be priceless, to be pursued as a pearl of great price, that should not be
surrendered despite the cost — because they are basic to the new life that we have in Christ Jesus
our Lord

(E) and the first that we will address from these last chapters in Romans is found in these verses:



Let love be without hypocrisy.  Abhor what is evil; cling to what is good.  Be devoted to one another
in brotherly love; give preference to one another in honour. Romans 12:9-10 (NAS)

C. Love Without Wax

Let love be without hypocrisy Romans 12:9a

1. Paul tells us that our love should be very distinct from that of unredeemed mankind, gone should be the
hollow pretensions and the show acting, the putting on of a front that the world calls “love” … and, on this
note, let us remind ourselves of the three Greek words used for love
a. first there is eros, which is that physical attraction between a man and a woman — which seems to be

the only kind of love the media proclaims today — and which we discuss no further this morning
b. second, there is philos, which is friendship, companionship, and kindliness — but we will come to this

idea later when we look at verse 10
c. third there is agape, which is a word almost exclusively Christian, which includes the ideas of affection,

respect, delight in and benevolence — being used of God’s love for man, man’s love for God, and love
among mankind.  This is the word that is used here.

d. so this is a love which you cannot fake; because, if you fake it, it is no longer love!

2. the great reformer, John Calvin, says this on this love: —{3}.

a. It is difficult to give a view of the ingenuity with which a large portion of mankind assume the appearance
of that love which they really do not possess.  For they not only deceive others, but … they endeavour
to believe that they entertain a very considerable share of love, even for those whom they not only treat
with neglect, but in reality renounce and despise.  Paul therefore declares that only to be genuine love
which is free from all dissimulation and guile; and every person can best judge for himself [if he harbours
opposing feelings].

3. about this kind of love the Bible says
a. John 13:35 (NAS): By this all men will know that you are My disciples, if you have love for one another.
b. 1 Peter 4:8 (NAS):  Above all, keep fervent in your love for one another, because love covers a multitude

of sins.



c. Ephesians 4:32 (NAS): And be kind to one another, tender-hearted, forgiving each other, just as God
in Christ also has forgiven you.

d. so note
(A) the primary mankind-to-mankind aspect of this love is that it is between believers
(B) such love is the mark of identity of believers
(C) this love does not remember wrongs committed against us but forgives and covers them in just

the same way that God does for us
(1) don’t misunderstand that verse in Peter as saying we should cover up all wrong-doing
(2) I cannot forgive your wrong-doing to others
(3) I cannot not forgive any wrong-doing to me

D. Love In Action

Abhor what is evil; cling to what is good. Romans 12:9b

1. there is no change of subject here
a. Paul hasn’t shifted to a philosophical discussion
b. we are not talking about evil and good as theoretical items
c. no, what is in view in both the case of “evil” and “good” in this sentence is squarely centred in the realm

of human relationships … so, then

2. “evil” and “good” are the actions of non-love and of love
a. “evil” is used to describe those iniquitous actions

(A) that are done with malice aforethought
(B) whose purpose is to injure, to hurt, to pain
(C) and of such a kind of action we are to be filled with hatred and avoid at all costs

b. but “good” is used to describe those just actions
(A) done with considerate forethought
(B) to show kindness, aid, assistance, and comfort
(C) and of this kind of action we are to cling, to grab hold

(1) you have heard the Latin expression carpe diem — seize the day; that is, take advantage of



what the day presents to you
(2) well, of this “good” you can say carpe occasionem — seize the happening; take advantage of

what befalls to perform the actions of love
c. these actions of “evil” and “good” reveal us as we are, the intent of our hearts; whether our love is

without wax

E. Love As Family

Be devoted to one another in brotherly love Romans 12:10a

1. in the original, “brotherly love” is a compound word, the first part of which is that word for friendship love,
philos, and the second part is the word for brother; you know the word … it is philadelphia, the same as
the city of brotherly love in the state of Pennsylvania; and the word “devoted” is a compound word, too,
made up of philos and a word “to be naturally affectionate”
a. when described in this fashion, this friendship kind of love is not based on

(A) my personal preferences
(B) what is convenient to me
(C) the attractiveness of the other individual

b. but is based upon an unalterable relationship
(A) while it is true there may be bitter family disputes
(B) usually there is a superceding family loyalty

c. and if this is true in the human, physical relationships, then how much more ought it to be in the
spiritual?
(A) God is our heavenly Father, not only by the new birth but also by His choosing to adopt us —

knowing full well all of our faults and weaknesses
(B) and Jesus the Son, as our elder Brother — “he is not ashamed to call them brethren” (Hebrews

2:11) has sanctified us and brought us into this family

2. it is a good idea for families to learn to care for one another because they have to depend and spend a lot
of time together; it’s a good idea for Christians too … because we depend on each other and we will be
spending eternity together!



F. Love In Attitude

give preference to one another in honour Romans 12:10b

1. one comment before we conclude
a. this sentence literally is “take the lead” or “be at the fore-front” or “be in the vanguard” or “outdo one

another” in giving honour to the other person
b. if you have to be competitive, then be competitive in the high regard — the attitude of respect — in

which you hold your fellow Christians as will be shown in both your words and your deeds

G. Let us rejoice in this love that we have for one another in Christ Jesus and recommit ourselves to it as we
sing our concluding hymn — Blest Be the Tie That Binds
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